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34 X 11’

SCREEN

Charlie
Gabriella
Eddie

Starring a blended family
of misfits living above their
bring, buy and mend shop.
Each comic, mini-drama
measures joy, silliness,
sadness and fear in equal
measure within a happy,
safe and loving environment.

Pre-school
Mini Drama

Chloe

Scraps

Monty

Lulu

Snail
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Regular Segments and Themes

Role Play

Living Together

Sample Synopses

34 X 11’

Nurse Lulu

Monty and the Complaints

Lulu helps Sam deal with a minor scrape
on his hand and is told she’d be good
at nursing. Lulu sets about acquiring
patients. Eddie manages to be cosseted
but Monty is bandaged round like a
mummy. All patients happily recover.

When a customer brings a broken clock
back to Monty & Co, Monty is most
indignant. Eddie intervenes, fixes the item
and the customer goes away happy. Eddie
and Gabriella try to teach Monty how to
handle complaints by pretending to be
customers but all the complaining makes
Monty sad. Gabriella decides it’d be much
better if Monty & Co has a Happy Desk
instead, where people can come and tell
Monty about good things that have happened
to them. Monty likes this much more.

Lulu Wants a Pet
Lulu wants a pet but can’t decide which
sort. She tries out Snail, Gabriella and
Monty as different pretend pets. They don’t
work out and Lulu decides she prefers her
toy dog, who does what she tells him.

Strictly Eddie
Pictures on the World

Monty’s Bedtime

Eddie is tired of always being the sensible,
practical one in the workshop. He takes up
a secret hobby and the others desperately
try to find out what it is. Eddie finally shows
them. He has taken up dancing the tango
with Gabriella.

SCREEN

Zooming Jack

The Singing Petals

Sam
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